Götz Werner and Michael Huber Are New Honorary Citizens

First Gala Evening of the President – KIT Medal of Merit Granted to Mrs. and Mr. Roth

Honored for their merits: Professor Götz W. Werner (2nd from the left), Ulrike and Dr. Thomas Roth, and Michael Huber (right) with KIT President Professor Eberhard Umbach (left). (Photo: Irina Westermann, KIT).

Professor Götz W. Werner, founder and supervisory board member of dm-drogerie markt GmbH, and the Chairman of the Executive Board of Sparkasse Karlsruhe Ettlingen, Michael Huber, were granted the honorary citizenship of KIT by KIT President Professor Eberhard Umbach during yesterday’s first gala evening of the president. In the past, the KIT honorary citizenship was granted once only in 2012 to the former Chairman of the Executive Board of Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Professor Manfred Popp. The KIT Medal of Merit was awarded to the couple Ulrike and Dr. Thomas Roth.

During the gala evening, KIT President Umbach expressed his sincere thanks to all honorary senators, friends, and sponsors of KIT for their long commitment to the development of KIT. “All of you have repeatedly demonstrated your close relationship to KIT. We are very grateful for your support in establishing KIT as an excellent institution of research and education in Germany, Europe, and the world.”

In particular, Umbach referred to the support of the KIT Foundation.
This foundation was established by KIT in July last year in order to optimally promote research, education, and academic life at KIT and to pool the foundation activities under a single roof. “We wish and hope that many friends and sponsors will continue to support KIT and act as publicly visible examples and models.”

The KIT President honored Götz W. Werner for his extraordinary merits in the education of young people and his unselfish commitment to the development of education at KIT. Moreover, Umbach gratefully acknowledged Michael Huber’s commitment to the KIT Foundation and the promotion of young scientists at KIT by the Umweltstiftung (Environmental Foundation) of Sparkasse Karlsruhe Ettlingen. Ulrike and Thomas Roth support the education of young people and research at KIT. The alumni of KIT were granted the KIT Medal of Merit. The KIT Medal of Merit will also be awarded to Rainer Blickle. The Managing Director of the SEW-EURODRIVE Group and chairman of the SEW-EURODRIVE Foundation was not able to take part in the gala evening and will be handed over the medal in the near future. The KIT Senate decides on honors granted by KIT based on proposals made by the Presidential Committee.

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) is a public corporation according to the legislation of the state of Baden-Württemberg. It fulfills the mission of a university and the mission of a national research center of the Helmholtz Association. KIT focuses on a knowledge triangle that links the tasks of research, teaching, and innovation.
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